A Journey to
Hogwarts
Wow Starter:
We will participate in a
sorting hat ceremony.
End of unit celebration:
Dress up day consisting of a
series of magical lessons in
Hogwarts!

Science
As scientists will use our new
knowledge and skills about
electricity to plan, design,
test and evaluate an alarm
system to protect The
Philosopher’s Stone.

French

RE
In RE, pupils will explore the question:

We will learn vocabulary linked to
the theme ‘Les Monstres’ with Mrs
Hodgson. Children will learn main
body parts, numbers to ten and a
traditional French song.

Art
As artists we will study the work of Van
Gogh. We will use water colours, paint and
printing to create a painting of Hogwarts
inspired by Van Gogh’s Starry Night.

The School Values which we will be focussing on
are:
Curiosity, Enjoyment, Co-operation, Respect

Reading

Our class novels will be ‘Harry
Potter and the Philosopher’s
Stone by J.K. Rowling and Bill’s
New Frock by Anne Fine.

what does it mean to be a Hindu in
Britain today?

PSHCE
We will sketch a portrait of ourselves and
explore relationships between line and tone
when using pencils.

We will be discussing British Fundamental Values (BFV) and
learn about anti-bullying.

Writing

Computing/Digital Literacy

We will be using our Harry Potter text to
inspire our writing.

In ICT we will continue to
develop our understanding of
e-safety.

We will be writing interesting and exciting
character and setting descriptions, diary
entries, stories, recipes using appropriate
grammar, spelling and punctuation skills.

We will design, write and
debug programs to create a
digital game.

PE

In PE we will continue to
build on our swimming
skills and confidence in
the water. We will
participate in a range of
games to further develop
our skills require in team
games with Mrs Buxton.

Maths

As mathematicians we will be
working with numbers to
10, 000. We’ll also build on our
addition and subtraction skills.

